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Britain in the 1970s—what happened? - mathew's web site Apr 16, 2012. Of all post-war decades, the 1970s has undoubtedly had the worst press, but the truth is that most ordinary families in 1970s Britain were better...}

Of the workings and failings of the UK economy in this troubled decade.?

Thatcher's greatest legacy: the rewriting of the seventies Violence occasionally spread to the Republic of Ireland, England, and mainland Europe. 4 1970s. 4.1 Violence peaks and Stormont collapses 4.2 Sunningdale recent installment of violence over three decades 1969–1997 between Irish Why does the 1970s get painted as such a bad decade? - BBC News Apr 30, 2012. The economy was tanking and Britain was going down the tubes. It was the rubbish decade between the Swinging Sixties and... of the workings and failings of the UK economy in this troubled decade. Britain in the World Economy Britain in the 1970s: the troubled economy in SearchWorks Britain in the 1970s: The Troubled Economy: Amazon.co.uk: R Aug 6, 2009. The decade that taste forgot or a golden age of popular culture? He provides a concise overview of the troubled politics but also finds insights...